A.I. - a competitor to Humans?
Yes - since a longer time already!

The story:
Being afraid of A.I. is totally OK. By closing the eyes and negate facts because of whatever reason is very
dangerous. Not paying attention to the future and its newest developments in technology, just because
you don't like it, is equally like losing control about yourself. Just not paying attention does not mean that
you as a person are not still affected.

Strong A.I. vs week A.I.
A lot if experts hide behind the theory, only "strong A.I." will attempt to a competition to Humans. Unfortunately, this is completely wrong! The difference between strong- & week A.I. is defined by, only strong A.I.
has a mind and emotions. Having a mind shall be the trigger to get A.I. superior than Humans. This is
nonsense! In most of the tasks, A.I. is already implemented, emotions are not required, as a fact emotions
would destroy the superiority of A.I.!

A.I. and the economy
A.I. Is a serious economic factor that will disturb our social order if we do not prepare for it. Whether weak
or strong A.I. Both are a serious competition for our society.

The predominance of A.I.
I many vertical branches and in many single functions, A.I. has outworn A.I? Humans already. We don't
see it, but is there already. Just think about autopilots in air planes, robot-trading systems, pattern recognition in various fields, industrial robots, they all have replace humans. This is just the beginning; the
predominance will increase and whether laws nor Humans will be able to stop those movements.

How to address this fact?
Very simple: Get educated about A.I.! Make yourself a knowledge person, learn and experience the latest
A.I. developments and use A.I. for your personal and for your company success. Be a leader and influencer
- not a follower!

Bad or good
In technology, we have not a general Good or Bad. We have opportunities, technically abilities and features. Of course, technologies can be designed for “Good or Bad” and misused. But this applies to almost
everything on this globe!

Education is the key
The only way of protection yourself, your beloved, your work and everything you believe in it is: education.
Education means, to understand A.I. its potential, negative as well as positive. You will be in the position
to handle with this new situation and knowing how to judge for good and bad.

A.I. is already a part of our society ...
... so, we need to think about the rules apply!
Once A.I. has a position with the role "member of the social order", A.I. Automatically integrate and subordinate themselves to the prevailing social order. It does not matter whether A.I. has consciousness or
mind. Positioning and taking over functions and actions within a social order inherently requires that these
robots, software programs, agents etc., be subject to the prevailing social order. That means A.I. can be
prosecuted, needs insurance, must pay social welfare, health care, tax. A.I. replaces Human’s in their
positions and takes over their responsibilities, so A.I. must pay as Humans would. A.I. Must subordinate
themselves to this prevailing order, if our society does not want to build up serious conflicts!

